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REST Assured is a Java DSL for testing REST based services that makes it easier to validate requests, responses, and the state of HTTP
streams. REST Assured is a lightweight library for testing REST services written in Java. It enables you to easily assert on the HTTP

headers, body, parameters and cookies of a request and response. We've tried to keep the API as simple and easy to use as possible, and
you can use it in just a couple of lines of code: REST Assured comes with an easy-to-use new request builder and a body assertion engine,
as well as an easy-to-use response assertion engine. You can also express assertions about the state of the response stream. Getting Started

with REST Assured: Add REST Assured to your Maven Project: com.jayway.restassured rest-assured 2.9.0 Add RestAssured to your
Test: com.jayway.restassured rest-assured 2.9.0 jar test And use it in your test: import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.given;

import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.baseUrl; import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.get; import static
com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.post; import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.put; import static

com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.delete; import static com.jayway.restassured.RestAssured.head; import org.junit.AfterClass; import
org.junit.BeforeClass; import org.junit.Test; public class IntegrationTests { @BeforeClass public static void setUpClass() throws

Exception

REST Assured [Updated-2022]

REST Assured brings the simplicity of using these languages into the Java domain. REST Assured is an open source and free Java DSL
for simplifying testing of REST based services built on top of HTTP Builder. REST Assured comes with support for POST, GET, PUT,
DELETE and HEAD requests and includes specifying and validating e.g. headers, parameters, cookies and body easily. Detailed getting
started and usage instructions for the REST Assured Java DSL are available on this page. This is a BRONZE badge indicating that the

library at some point reached one contributor. A: Currently the fastest most versatile is actually C# and the Unit Testing framework NUnit
(still far from Java). It is actually very fast and very effective and since is unit testing framework it is possible to do a lot of things in order

to speed up your tests, using timers and setting up preconditions etc. I would recommend NUnit to anyone but it is not a simple tool and
the documentation is a bit short. A: I do agree that NUnit is a great open source unit testing framework for.NET and it is perfect for

beginners, but I would consider the following: JavaUnit is a port of NUnit to Java. StructureTest is another unit testing framework for
Java. Be aware of the fact that you'll have to add extra dependencies in your maven/ivy build. For example the following dependency
which is needed for the latest release of NUnit: com.thoughtworks.xstream xstream 1.4.7 We would get the following dependency for

JavaUnit: org.powermock powermock-module-junit4 1.6.1 Even though I'm doing well using NUnit and I'm sure that StructureTest is also
1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the REST Assured?

REST Assured is an open source and free Java DSL for simplifying testing of REST based services built on top of HTTP Builder. REST
Assured comes with support for POST, GET, PUT, DELETE and HEAD requests and includes specifying and validating e.g. headers,
parameters, cookies and body easily. If you have used the @Risj or in JRuby, then you know what RestAssured is capable of! You'll just
need to install a few jars and a few annotations. Usage: What to do after downloading the latest release: Maven: $ mvn archetype:generate
-DgroupId=org.rest-assured -DartifactId=rest-assured -DarchetypeArtifactId=maven-archetype-webapp -DinteractiveMode=false $ mvn
clean install $ cd target/ $ mvn -P jdk11,jdk10,jdk8,jdk7,jdk6,jdk5,jdk4 package Gradle: $ mkdir lib $ gradle compileJava $ gradle jar $
mv rest-assured-*-jdk11.jar lib/ Java: $ cp rest-assured-*-jdk11.jar lib/rest-assured-*.jar $ java -classpath.:lib/* org.rest-
assured.ext.junit.JUnitRestAssured --help That's it! REST Assured now offers the ability to easily write a request specification and use the
same as a JUnit @Test for a specific RESTful service. What's in the Box: ======== POST - makes a post request to the given path GET
- makes a GET request to the given path PUT - makes a PUT request to the given path DELETE - makes a DELETE request to the given
path HEAD - makes a HEAD request to the given path URI - gets a URI for the given path JSON - gets a JSON
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System Requirements For REST Assured:

Mac OS X (64-bit processor) Windows (64-bit processor) 2GB or more RAM 30 GB or more hard disk space DirectX 9.0c Intel Core2
Duo or better REQUIREMENTS: CONTROLS:
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